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1 INTRODUCTION

The transition between regular and irregular shok reetions, a hallenging

problem in uid dynamis, has gained pratial importane in the last years

beause of its impliations in the design of super/hypersoni air intakes.

Regular and irregular shok wave reetions were �rst observed and reported

by Mah about 120 years ago and Von Neumann, during World War II, theoreti-

ally demonstrated the existene of a dual solution domain, where both on�gu-

ration are potentially possible. Despite this, the problem remained open (onsult

the survey by Hornung [1℄ for a detailed bibliograpy) untill the last deade, when

Li and Ben-Dor [2℄ theoretially demonstrated that, opposite to the ontempo-

rary belief, both the regular reetion (RR) and the irregular reetion (now

frequently alled Mah reetion (MR)) are stable in the dual-solution domain.

In the same period, the hysteresis was observed experimentally for the �rst time

[3℄, and a tandem numerial study [4℄ on�rmed suh results. Other experimen-

tal and numerial investigations have been reported in the last years, on�rming

the presene of the hysteresis, but demonstrating that the experiments are par-

tiularly sensitive to the presene of disturbanes in the wind tunnel [5℄.

In this paper, the authors present numerial results obtained in simulating

shok reetions by solving the Euler equations in two dimensions. The attention

is foused on the e�et exerted on the transition by the grid re�nement and

on the Mah stem height by the geometrial parameters that haraterize the

geometrial on�guration. In the following setion, the shok reetion problem

will be shortly reminded. Then, the numerial method used will be outlined.

Finally the numerial results obtained will be presented and ommented.

2 REGULAR AND MACH REFLECTIONS

Two di�erent on�gurations are possible when an inident shok wave is reeted

on a plane surfae: the regular reetion on�guration (RR) and the Mah re-

etion on�guration (MR) (�gure 1). The regular reetion on�guration is

omposed of two shok waves, the inident shok and the reeted shok (�g.1a).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the two possible shok reetion solution: a)regular reetion

and b)Mah reetion.

The ow �eld in the viinity of the reetion point is divided in three parts: the

undisturbed inoming ow, the region behind the inident shok and the region

behind the reeted shok. In the Mah reetion on�guration, three distint

shok waves are present: the inident shok, the slightly urved Mah stem and

the reeted shok (�g.1b). The three shoks meet at the triple point, from whih

a ontat surfae, or slipstream, departs, separating the ow partiles that expe-

riened a ompression through the Mah stem and those that were ompressed

through the inident and the reeted shoks at the same �nal pressure level

and to the same �nal deetion angle, but with di�erent entropy values. Thus,

it is possible to distinguish four di�erent ow regions in the viinity of the triple

point.

Theoretially, on the basis of the three-shoks theory developed by von Neu-

mann, two di�erent riteria for transition between regular and Mah reetion

shok on�gurations an be de�ned. One is alled the mehanial equilibrium or

von Neumann riterion: it de�nes the minimum inident shok angle at whih it

is possible to obtain a MR on�guration. The other is the detahment riterion,

whih de�nes the larger inident shok angle at whih a regular reetion is

still possible. In the range between the von Neumann inident shok angle and

the detahment inident shok angle, both the regular and the Mah reetion

are theoretially possible. The theoretial existene of a dual solution domain,

demonstrated by von Neumann, implies other questions, suh as the existene

of an hysteresis phenomenon and the stability of the two di�erent on�gurations

within the domain.

Today, the existene of the hysteresis has been demonstrated both theoret-

ially and experimentally (see, for instane [3℄ [4℄), a theoretial study [2℄ has

demonstrated that both the regular and the Mah reetion on�gurations are

stable in the dual solution domain, and an analogy that provides the magnitude

of the disturbane required to trigger the transition from one on�guration to

the other has been proposed [6℄.

3 NUMERICAL METHOD

In the present numerial investigation, Euler omputations have been performed

using a time-marhing tehnique, a �nite volume disretization over strutured
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grids and an upwind ux-di�erene splitting sheme of the Osher's family [7℄ for

the evaluation of the onvetive uxes at volumes surfaes. Seond order auray

in spae and in time is ahieved by means of ENO-like [8℄ linear interpolation of

Riemann invariants in the whole ow �eld, using a minmod limiter. The physial

domain is divided in di�erent zones aording to a multiblok strategy.

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS

4.1 The geometrial setup

We refer to an experimental geometrial setup [3℄ omposed of two symmet-

ri wedges whose slope with respet to the inoming ow is varied by rotation

around the trailing edge, so that the ratio between the exit ross-setional area

at the trailing edge and the wedge length is onstant. The symmetrial on�g-

uration, where the reetion ours at the symmetry axis, is neessary to avoid

the shok/boundary layer interation that would take plae in experiments and

in Navier-Stokes omputations if the reeting surfae were a physial wall. The

atual values of the geometri parameters and the free-stream onditions are

hosen in order to simulate the experimental ampaigns, in partiular those on-

duted in the SH2 tunnel in Meudon, Frane [3℄ and in the T-313 and T-326

tunnels in Novosibirsk, Russia [9℄. Sine we will assume the ow to be invisid,

the only free-stream parameter needed is the Mah number, whih is equal to

4.96. The important geometrial parameter is the ratio between the exit ross-

setional area at the trailing edge of the wedge and the wedge length, H=w. This

is set equal to 0.42 when fousing on the hysteresis urve, but will be also varied

to investigate the dependene of the Mah stem height from it.

The numerial geometrial setup is omposed of a wedge of length w followed

by a at plate. The atual experimental on�guration is di�erent, as the at plate

is not present, but, as it will be mentioned later, suh a di�erene does not have

e�et on the shok reetion. Reeting boundary onditions are imposed at the

walls and at the symmetry line, supersoni inow and outow onditions at the

inlet and at the outlet.

Provided the Mah number is suÆiently high and if the wedge angle is in the

range between the Von Neumann angle �

N

and the detahment angle �

D

, both

the RR and the MR on�gurations are possible. At Mah 4.96, their theoretial

values are respetively �

N

= 20:87

o

and �

D

= 27:71

o

. The results obtained for

a wedge angle � = 25

o

are shown in �gure 2 in terms of Mah number and

pressure ontours for the Mah reetion on�guration only.

It is possible to reognize the inident shok, the Mah stem, the reeted

shok and the slipstream (ontat surfae). The dimension of the Mah stem

is ontrolled by the expansion fan that emanates from the trailing edge of the

wedge. When the expansion fan interats with the reeted shok, the latter

is transformed in a transmitted-reeted shok, and the former in a transmit-

ted expansion. An thik entropy layer is also generated beause the transmit-

ted/reeted shok is bended. The transmitted expansion fan reahes the slip-

stream and aelerates the subsoni ow behind the Mah stem until it reahes
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Pressure contours
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Mach number contours

M_inf=4.96 - wedge angle = 25.0 - H/w=0.42 - second order - grid 361x200
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Fig. 2. Mah reetion on�guration. M

1

= 4:96, wedge angle Æ = 25

o

, H=w = 0:42.

Pressure ontours (upper) and Mah number ontours (lower).

soni onditions. A onvergent two-dimensional hannel is thus formed between

the symmetry axis and the ontat surfae. After the soni point, the hannel

diverges and the ow ontinues to aelerate in supersoni onditions. Between

the Mah stem and the soni throat, limited by the symmetry axis and the slip-

stream, a subsoni poket exists in an otherwise supersoni ow. The dimensions

of the subsoni poket, and therefore the height of the Mah stem, is determined

by the expansion fan, whih brings the information about the geometrial on�g-

uration to the subsoni ow in the initial part of the hannel. Suh information,

related to the ratio between the exit ross-setional area at the trailing edge of

the wedge and the wedge length H=w, propagates upstream to the Mah stem.

The presene of the at plate behind the wedge does not have any inuene on

the Mah reetion, beause the additional expansion waves that would emanate

from the trailing edge of the wedge in ase it would end abruptly, thus produing

a stronger expansion, should hit the two-dimensional hannel in a point where

the ow is supersoni. Sine the subsoni poket is isolated from the supersoni

region downstream the line omposed by the soni line at the throat and by the

expansion/reeted expansion wave that hits the slipstream at the soni point,

whatever happens in suh supersoni region will not a�et the Mah stem.

In �gure 3, the hysteresis urves obtained for Mah 4.96 and H=w = 0:42

using two di�erent grids are shown. Both grids are equally spaed respetively

in the diretion of the symmetry axis and in the diretion normal to it. The

oarser grid is omposed of 100 points along the wedge and 81 points along

the at plate, while 100 points disretize the domain in the diretion normal to

the symmetry axis. The grid re�nement is doubled in the �ner grid, whih is

omposed of 200 points along the wedge, of 161 points along the at plate and

of 200 points in the normal diretion. The hysteresis urves were obtained as

follows. At �rst, omputations were arried out with wedge angles ranging from

values slightly lower than the von Neumann angle �

N

to values higher than the

detahment angle �

D

. The step in the wedge angle variation was 0.5 degrees.

Starting from uniform ow onditions, the on�guration whih results stable

in the dual-solution domain was the regular reetion. When the wedge angle

was suÆiently high, however, only a Mah reetion was possible. Re�ning the
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Fig. 3. Numerial hysteresis urves for Mah 4.96 and H=w = 0:42. The red line refers

to the oarse grid (181x100), the green line to the �ne grid (361x200). Theoretial and

the numerial angles �

D

and �

N

for M

1

= 4:96 and H=w = 0:42.

study in the wedge angle interval where the RR ! MR transition ourred, the

numerial detahment angle �

D

num

was determined. Then, starting from a Mah

reetion on�guration obtained with a wedge angle higher than �

D

num

, the wedge

angle was disontinuously dereased (with a step of 0.5 degrees) and, for eah

step, a time integration was performed until onvergene to the steady state was

ahieved. In this ase, the Mah reetion on�guration was maintained until

the numerial von Neumann angle �

N

num

was reahed. A further derease in the

inident shok angle resulted in a smooth transition from the MR to the RR

on�guration. The values for the theoretial and the numerial angles �

D

and

�

N

are given in �gure 3(right).

The grid re�nement study shows that the height of the Mah stem is inu-

ened by the grid re�nement. Moreover, while the RR ! MR transition angle

varies slightly with the grid (about 0:2

o

, in �gure 3), the MR ! RR angle is

strongly inuened by it (about 1

o

), beause when the two-dimensional hannel

beomes smaller and smaller, a very �ne grid should be provided to apture it.

In some preliminary experiments, not shown here, a small but not negligible in-

uene of the limiter used in the seond order on the RR ! MR angle has been

found. This indiates that the numerial dissipation inherent of the numerial

sheme plays a ertain role in determining the RR ! MR transition point.

Other experiments have been onduted to determine the dependene of the

Mah stem height on the H=w parameter. Maintaining the Mah number equal

to 4.96 and �xing the wedge angle to 25:00

o

, H=w was varied from 0.27 to 0.47,

using always the same grid spaing. The related results, shown in �gure 4, are

in suÆiently good agreement with those obtained with the theoretial model

reently proposed by Li and Ben-Dor [10℄ (the results shown in �gure 15 of

referene [10℄ have been extrated from the paper and are reported as line in

�gure 4). The e�et of the ratio H=w on the uid dynamis on�guration is

shown in �gure 4(right) for values of H=w equal to 0.27.
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Fig. 4. Left: e�et of H=w on the normalized Mah stem height m=w for Mah 4.96

and Æ = 25

o

. Red bars: numerial results (the error bar represents the dimension of one

ell in the diretion normal to the symmetry axis). Green line: theoretial predition

(from �gure 15 of [10℄). Right: the Mah reetion on�guration for H=w = 0:27
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